EXHIBIT KK
1. Field of the Invention

The invention relates to telecommunications and more specifically to communications control processing in telecommunications signaling.

2. Description of the Prior Art

Telecommunications systems establish a communications path between two or more points to allow the transfer of information between the points. The communications path typically comprises a series of connections between network elements. The network elements are typically switches. Switches provide the primary means where different connections are associated to form the communications path.

Communication control is the process of setting up a communications path between the points. Communication control comprises the selection of network elements such as switches or other devices which will form part of the communications path. Communication control also comprises the selection of the connections between the network elements. Together, the network elements and connections which are selected make up the communications path. Typically, a plurality of different network element and connection selections may be possible for any one communications path between points.

Switches control these selections. Switches select the connections that comprise the communications path. Switches also select the network elements which form an actual part of that communications path. By selecting these network elements, a switch is often selecting the next switch that will make further selections. Switches accomplish communication control.

The correspondence between communication control and a communications path is well known in the art. A common
CLAIMS:
What is claimed is:
1. A method for processing telecommunications signaling for a telecommunications network comprising a plurality of network elements wherein at least one network element is a switch, the method comprising:
   receiving a first signal into a processor which is located externally to the switches;
   selecting, in the processor, at least one network characteristic in response to the first signal;
   generating a second signal reflecting the network characteristic;
   transmitting the second signal to at least one network element before that network element has applied the first signal.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein selecting the network characteristic comprises selecting a network element.

3. The method of claim 2 wherein selecting the network element comprises selecting a switch.

4. The method of claim 2 wherein selecting the network element comprises selecting a server.

5. The method of claim 2 wherein selecting the network element comprises selecting an enhanced platform.

6. The method of claim 2 wherein selecting the network element comprises selecting a service control point.

7. The method of claim 2 wherein selecting the network element comprises selecting a service data point.
8. The method of claim 2 wherein selecting the network element comprises selecting a intelligent peripheral.

9. The method of claim 2 wherein selecting the network element comprises selecting an adjunct processor.

10. The method of claim 2 wherein selecting the network element comprises selecting a service node.

11. The method of claim 1 wherein selecting the network characteristic comprises selecting a connection.

12. The method of claim 11 wherein selecting the connection comprises selecting a physical connection.

13. The method of claim 11 wherein selecting the connection comprises selecting a logical connection.

14. The method of claim 1 wherein selecting the network characteristic comprises selecting a network code.

15. The method of claim 1 wherein receiving the first signal comprises receiving a first signal in Signaling System #7 format.

16. The method of claim 15 further including selecting, in the processor, at least one network characteristic based at least in part on at least one point code in the first signal.

17. The method of claim 15 further including selecting, in the processor, at least one network characteristic based at least in part on the circuit identification code in the first signal.
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